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—that once served as the landing-places of Emperors and
Empresses and their suites—stand along the lake's shore,
reflected in all their complicated loveliness of form and colour on
the still surface. A long covered walk—light wooden pillars
supporting a painted ceiling beneath a tiled roof—leads in
graceful curves along the shore to further groups of buildings,
where the Empress's marble boat, the whim of a woman extrava-
gant in money and in ideas, lies alongside a marble quay. Far
more attractive is the neighbouring bridge, one of the several that
span the little canals and streams that find their way to the lake.
This palace of course possessed its theatre. The stage—an
extensive raised dais with an upper storey supported on columns,
the front and sides being thus left open to the spectators—juts
out into the centre of a courtyard. Opposite is the Empress's
box ; a large room where she and her ladies sat, curtained off
from the view of the other spectators. The male members of the
court and certain high officials occupied other boxes on the two
sides of the courtyard.
To-day everything is open to the public. Even the privacy of
the Empress's apartments is no longer respected and the visitor
can penetrate into the room in which this great modern figure
of the Far East lived her ornate life—a life of contrasts ; of
magnificence and simplicity. Each suite of apartments is
contained in a separate building, usually consisting of four or
five rooms connected by open archways curtained at the top and
sides by delicately carved woodwork. It was here, with furniture
not made for ease, that Tzu-Hsi spent her summers amongst
a display of works of art and the flowers of her gardens. Her
bedroom is at the end of one of these suites and can be seen
through the doorway. One is grateful to the official who has
placed a light barrier across the opening and preserved the small
deserted chamber from intrusion. In a curtained recess in the
wall the old lady slept. Her bed is still there with its foundation
of wooden boards and a thin mattress or two, the whole simple
and comfortless. A few pieces of furniture, a few o&jets d^art^ are
all that the little room appears to have contained. Even with her
love of novelty the Empress seldom departed from the traditional
manner of life that had been handed down almost from time
immemorial.
In the state rooms there is always a throne on a raised dais,
surrounded by ornaments often more gorgeous than beautiful,
many of them in bad European taste. In these vast saloons little

